Working Bibliography for Telling God’s Grand Story

As of April 15, 2013, this Bibliography has four sections: General Bibliography, Other Disciplines doing Meta-Narrative, Sources for the Christian Grand Narrative, and Sources on Christian Hospitality.

Please suggest additional titles that I should look at. If there is a particular passage you want me to notice, then please also give me the pages numbers. Thanks in advance!

**General Bibliography**


**Other Disciplines doing Meta-Narratives**


**Sources for the Christian Grand Narrative**


Lucado, Max. *God’s Story, Your Story: When His Becomes Yours*. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2011. *(Max tells God’s Story from the nativity of Jesus through our resurrection)*.


**Sources on Christian Hospitality**


Bibliography, as a discipline, is traditionally the academic study of books as physical, cultural objects; in this sense, it is also known as bibliology (from Ancient Greek: -λογία, romanized: -logía). Carter and Barker (2010) describe bibliography as a twofold scholarly discipline: the organized listing of books (enumerative bibliography) and the systematic description of books as objects (descriptive bibliography).